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only an incorrigible idealist and optimist could'conceive
the "totality" of human nature as simply "beautiful".
To be quite accurate, human nature is just real; it has
its light and its dark sides. The sum of all colours is grey
—light upon a dark background or dark upon light.
From this conceptual immaturity and inadequacy we
may also explain the circumstance that it is not at all
clear how this mediatory state shall be established. There
are numerous passages containing the unequivocal mean-
ing that in the " enjoyment of pure beauty ", the mediatory
state is brought about. Thus Schiller says:
" Whatever flatters our senses with immediate sensation
opens our yielding and shifting emotion to every impression,
while it also makes us in equal measure less fitted for effort.
Whatever strains our power of thought and invites us to abstract
ideas strengthens our mind to every sort of resistance, but it
also hardens it and robs us of susceptibility in the same degree
as it helps us to a greater spontaneity. For this reason the one
just as much as the other leads necessarily, in the last resort, to
exhaustion .... If, on the contrary, we have surrendered
ourselves to the enjoyment of pure beauty, we are, in such a
moment, master of our passive and active faculties in equal
measure and we can apply ourselves to seriousness and to play,
to rest and to motion, to yielding and to resistance, to abstract
thought and to perception with the same ease."
This presentation stands in abrupt opposition to the
"provisions of the "aesthetic state" previously laid down,
where the man was to be " naught", undetermined, whilst
here he is in 'the highest degree determined by beauty
("surrendered to it"). It would not repay us to pursue
this question further with Schiller. Here he meets a
boundary common both to himself and his time, which it
was impossible for him to overstep, for everywhere he
encounters the invisible "ugliest man", whose unveiling
was reserved for our age in the person of Nietzsche.
Schiller was intent on making the sensuous into a
rational being, because from the outset he makes man

